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PICTURE BOOKS

“YOKI THE RABBIT” COLLECTION
Author and illustrator: Olivier Latyk

PICTURE BOOKS
“YOKI THE RABBIT” COLLECTION (p. 3)
CROCOLOU LIKES THE SCHOOL CANTEEN / MY PICTURE BOOK FROM AFTER THE STORM /
A MONSTER WITH SOCKS ON (p. 4)
LOUIS 1, KING OF THE SHEEPS /SECRETS OF SCHOOL / JOURNEY TO THE MOON BEFORE 1900(p. 5)
FLEA CIRCUS / TILL (p. 6)

COMIC-BOOK
JEAN-MICHEL THE CARIBOU AND THE FAIRY (p. 7)

GRAPHIC NOVEL

Yoki is the class mascot. At the end of each week, the teacher picks names from a hat and
the winner gets to take Yoki home all weekend.
3 yrs + • 18 x 18 cm • 32 pages • ¤8.20

THE BIRTHDAY
Yoki is spending the weekend with Louise, which is
great news because it’s Louise’s birthday and her
parents are organizing a massive fancy dress party
at home with all her friends. Louise has loads of
adventures with Yoki to tell the teacher about.

THE QUICKHOME PEOPLE (p. 7)

CD-BOOKS
THE LITTLE POT BOILERS / THE CROMOSAURUS FROM SPACE (p. 8)

ACTIVITY BOOKS
THE PARIS CARPET BOOK (p. 9)
DINOSAUR ACTIVITY BOOK / LAND ART (p. 10)

THE SWIMMING POOL
Yoki is spending the weekend with Amir. Amir’s mother takes them to the swimming pool, where together they learn how to swim. In the process, they
have tons of fun and marvel at mum diving from
the diving board.

NOVELS
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
FORGETTING CAMILLE / A WINTER IN HELL (p. 11)

NON FICTION
“STEP-BY-TINY-STEP”: HEALTH and THE CLIMATE
THE BESTIARY OF BIG AND SMALL BEASTIES (p. 12)
GLOBE-TROTTING BIRDS / MAESTRO, TAKE IT AWAY! / AT SPY SCHOOL (p. 13)
THE JOURNEYS OF TASTE / CABINETS OF CURIOSITY / ROSA LUXEMBOURG – NO TO FRONTIERS (p. 14)
“THE SEASONS” (p. 15)
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THE MUSEUM
Yoki is spending the weekend with Maxime. Together they go to the museum and discover art while
playing games like look for rabbits in paintings, or
playing at imitating sculptures.

THE PARK
Yoki is spending the weekend with the twins, Lila
and Sacha. Their mother takes the group to the
park to play on the slides and swings; they even go
boating on the lake.
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PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS
CROCOLOU LIKES THE SCHOOL CANTEEN
Author: Ophélie Texier
From now on Crocolou will be eating in the school canteen everyday. But on the first day, he feels a little overawed. The canteen lady is really kind and he gets to eat
food he doesn’t know. But above all, he gets to be with
his friends. The perfect way to help kids adapt to this
big change in their everyday lives.
3 yrs + • 19.3 x 14 cm • 32 pages • hardback • ¤7.80

LOUIS I, KING OF THE SHEEPS
Author and illustrator: Olivier Tallec
As Louis was grazing peacefully in his meadow, a crown
landed at his feet, borne by the wind. The sheep placed
the crown on his head, stood up on his hind legs and seized a branch as a scepter. Hence Louis became Louis I,
the king of the sheeps, growing drunk on his own power.
The king wandered through the royal gardens, received
royal ambassadors and set out hunting lions. Then in his
delusions of grandeur, the good king turned despot and
imposed military marches and segregationist measures.
Until one day, the wind blew his crown away and sent it
floating gently down… before the paws of a big bad wolf.
5 yrs + • 26 x 30 cm • 40 pages • hardback • ¤15.80

MY PICTURE BOOK FROM AFTER THE STORM
Author and illustrator: Eric Veillé
An amusing, off-beat picture book for younger children
looking at the notions of before and after. There are
objects and familiar words to identify but above all we
get to see how, as time goes by and as life moves on,
things change and transform. What happens to the lion
after the storm? He has a ruffled mane. What happens
to the pear when the elephant passes by? Mush! What
happens to the frog after the magic spell? He turns into
a prince. And your bedroom, after the battle? Chaos!

SECRETS OF SCHOOL
Author and illustrator: Eric Veillé
Everything children should know about school and the mysterious
secrets nobody has ever discovered. In this “documentary” album,
we learn that after school, teachers stage exercise book battles
before they go dancing in the school’s secret cellar. And that the
canteen ladies spend their night hunting chickens and zucchini
for children’s dinners. A compendium that will answer the most
crucial questions: how can you tell when a teacher’s in a good
mood? And what happens in the staff room? A book to slip into
every school bag (and onto teacher’s desk too, of course)!
6 yrs + • 19 x 27.2 cm • 32 pages • hardback • ¤12.50

4 yrs • 16 x 16.7cm • 40 pages • hardback • ¤12.50

JOURNEY TO THE MOON, BEFORE 1900
Author: A de Ville d’Avray

A MONSTER WITH SOCKS ON
Author and illustrator: Eric Veillé
An album for playing at being afraid with funny monsters that change as you turn the pages. "Aaargggh...
Run away! There’s a monster wearing socks!” Oh no it’s
not, it’s just a ghost wearing eyeglasses! “Argghh! A
ghost wearing eyeglasses!” Oh no it’s not, it’s just the
librarian!” etc.
5 yrs • 20 x 24 cm • 32 pages • hardback • ¤14

New edition of a rare work dated 1892. One of the
first Science fiction books for children.
Mr. Baboulifiche decides to undertake his maiden
journey to the moon. Accompanied by his butler, Papavoine, he sets off in his hot air balloon. Once airborne their balloon suddenly bursts and they land on
the moon with a bump. Our two heroes encounter
giant shellfish and flying spiders, horrible monsters
and moon soldiers. What an adventure! Is their journey a dream come true or a terrifying nightmare?
5 yrs • 28 x 18cm • 112 pages • hardback • ¤21
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PICTURE BOOKS

COMIC BOOKS
FLEA CIRCUS
Author and illustrator: Hélène Rajcak and Damien Laverdunt
Welcome to the BIGGEST SMALL CIRCUS in the world: Sixteen exceptional artists, ready to perform ten numbers that will take your
breath away, including: Beatrix the flea cannonball, Celeste the
tightrope walker treading her razor sharp wire, Lili the spider tamer,
Shakunti the shoelace-enchanting fakir flea, and the Siphonoff
sisters, pocket-sized trapeze artists who defy the laws of gravity.
A large format album parading a fantabulous cast of micro-artists
in which each performance brings a different crowd of characters
and surprising details to discover. At the end of the work is a double
“documentary” page on the history of flea circuses.

JEAN-MICHEL, THE CARIBOU AND THE FAIRY
Author and illustrator: Magali Le Huche
A fairy with superpowers, that normally only superheroes such
as Jean-Michel possesses, goes playing the superhero savior in
Windbegood. What a cheek! The caribou is angry and loses
confidence in himself. How will he manage to face up to his rival
who looks down on him? A new Jean-Michel adventure.
5 yrs • 17 x 23cm • 40 pages • ¤12

Jean-Mich
el et Victo
ria décident
de se mesu
rer l’un à
l’autre.
Les habit
ants de Vlalb
onvent sont
venus voir
la terrible
confrontat
ion !

5 yrs + • 32 pages • 26 x 35 cm • hardback • ¤15.90

les habitants de Vlalbonvent
Et c’est ainsi que tous
super-héros !
fêtent la victoire de leur

Victoria fonce

comme une

flèche...

GRAPHIC NOVEL

THE QUICKHOME PEOPLE
Author: Jean-Claude Grumberg
Illustrator: Ronan Badel

TILL

Bertrand Belin
Valerie Archeno

TILL
Author: Bertrand Belin
Photographer: Valérie Archeno

The story of a misadventure involving a seven-year-old
boy who finds himself alone at night in the forest. Can
he overcome his fears? Will he avoid the dangers of a
night spent in darkness and solitude? And how, using
his curiosity and ingeniousness, does he manage to arrive home safe and sound in the morning?
A voyage of discovery, a journey through the looking glass, set in the
fresh air and countryside surrounding a city, invaded by a nature still
full of mystery.
The unsettling sense of reality that predominates in Valérie Archeno’s
photographic work lends this epic journey a wondrous fantasy element.

A thoughtful and witty fable about the destiny of a nomadic family loved by no one. A tale that resonates with history and with our time.
The Quickhome people don’t have any country. They are at
home everywhere and nowhere. Especially nowhere! Because the people born somewhere and who isolates themselves behind impassable frontiers do not like the
Quickhome people. So, the Quickhome people, homeless
and illegal, wander about with only a violin to keep them
company.
7 yrs • 16.5 x 23cm • 88 pages • hardback • ¤15

6 yrs + • 22.5 x 15 cm • 100 pages • Japanese binding + dust jacket • softback • ¤18
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ACTIVITY BOOKS

CD BOOKS
THE LITTLE POT BOILERS
Authors: Isabelle Morin and Daniel Collados
Paintings: Anne Siems
A CD-book inspired by the great fairytales. We start
with The Little Match Girl: the young orphan Joséphine and her younger brother Tom disappear on
Christmas eve. Joséphine sets out to find him in a
huge adventure reminiscent of Cinderella, Tom
Thumb, and Alice in Wonderland, in the course of
which we meet the fairy Grenadine, a bird with a colored beak, a countess with huge feet and a horde
of plump daughters, Wolf the wolf, Dedee the diva
and, naturally, Wilda the horrible witch. The journey
ends with a brilliant Christmas feast, presided over
by a big boiling pot emanating a delicious aroma,
as though in a dream.
5 yrs • 23.5 x 23.5 cm • 64 pages • softback • ¤21

“MAGIC CARPET-BOOK” COLLECTION
A totally new, yet very simple concept: a paper carpet, like a play mat, that is unfolded on
the ground and that children can have fun decorating and coloring.
The Paris Carpet Book is the third title in the collection after Delphine Chedru’s The Animals
and Bruno Gibert’s The Body.
3 yrs • 100 x 150 cm • 25 x 33 cm folded • recto verso book carpet • ¤9.50

THE PARIS CARPET BOOK
Author and illustrator: Aki
A new activity mat for all budding artists who love Paris!
In this fold-out book-carpet (1 x 1.50 m), alone or with
friends, children can get down on their knees and have fun
exploring Paris, its monuments, metro, and parks, not forgetting its zoo animals. Once the activities are complete, the
mat becomes a huge double-sided poster for hanging on a
bedroom wall.

THE CROMOSAURUS FROM SPACE
Written and interpreted by Wladimir Anselme
Illustrator: Brecht Evens
A spaceship cruising through the galaxy. On board
are a melancholic captain and his robots: Factotum, Yes-No, Pistolero, Footbutt and many more
besides. Then one day the cromosaurii come to
meet the craft. Friend or foe? Read on to find out
more…
6 yrs • 20.5 x 20.5 cm • 40 pages • hardback • ¤19.80
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ACTIVITY BOOK

NOVELS

TEEN NOVEL

DINOSAUR ACTIVITY BOOK
Author: Carina Louart
Illustrator: Séverine Assous
Dinosaurs appeared 230 million years ago and included nearly a
thousand species: some were pigeon sized, and others the size of a
cathedral!
This entertaining book provides the perfect introduction to these
fascinating creatures. On each double page there is a documentary
section, followed by a related activity. To find out everything you
need to know about the various families and what they ate, budding
paleontologists have to identify dinosaurs from their silhouettes and
match the right foodstuffs with the dinosaur based on the shape of
their teeth etc.
6 yrs + • 25 x 32 cm • 48 pages • stapled • softback • ¤13.50

FORGETTING CAMILLE
Author: Gaël Aymon
Having met three years earlier, Yanis is desperately in love with
Camille. But being a “guy” and “keeping up” with the girls is easier said than done. Becoming a man is okay, but what kind of
man? And are all men supposed to know instinctively what to do?
Tired of waiting for Yanis to make the first move, Camille goes
with another guy and writes to him about it. Yanis suddenly
breaks off all contact with her. Riven with doubt, he doesn’t know
what to do. He meets other girls, but again realizes it’s never
easy to approach them. Yanis finds the advice and comfort he
seeks in his cousin, Manu, a drama student. He discovers the
theater, taking risks, the pleasure of playing and living others’
worlds. Yanis resumes contact with Camille, ready at last to pick
up where they left off.
14 yrs + • 13.5 x 21.5 cm • 96 pages • ¤11.50

TEEN THRILLER

LAND ART
Author – photographs: Bettina Mercier
A work proposing a whole host of simple, but beautiful open-air
activities initiating budding artists in the wonders of land art,
such as drawing in the snow, mapping out trails of red leaves, or
lining up pine cones in the forest. Children will discover how to
create mandalas from flowers, make animals from autumn
leaves, form magnificent snowmen or create ice constructions.
An imaginary and creative world within the reach of all wouldbe artists. All that parents have to do is take the photos!

A WINTER IN HELL
Author: Jo Witek
Edward grew up with his father, a brilliant architect. His fragile,
distant mother Rose returns one day after a long stay in a psychiatric hospital. Rose never really loved her son, but now demands that the family stick together. The young boy cannot bring
himself to forget every year he spent deprived of a mother’s love.
He prefers taking refuge in the virtual world of video games. Everything changes when his father dies in an accident and he finds
himself alone in a chalet with a mother whom he hates and who
smothers him with affection, increasing his sense of isolation. The
tension comes to a head in the heart of winter. Two people, faceto-face, with their own crazed desires. Is murder on the cards?
Only one of them is telling the truth. But which one?

6 yrs + • 18 x 21 cm • 88 pages • softback • ¤13.50
14 yrs + • 13.5 x 21.5 cm • 352 pages • ¤14.80
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NON FICTION

NON FICTION
GLOBE-TROTTING BIRDS
Author: Fleur Daugey
Illustrator: Sandrine Thommen

“STEP-BY-TINY-STEP”
6 yrs + • 32 pages • 14 x 20 cm • paperback • ¤6.80

Migrating birds are a fascinating natural phenomenon that
gives rise to a number of questions: Why do birds migrate?
How do they prepare to fly thousands of miles? What routes
do they take? When do they decide to come home? This
complete and superbly illustrated documentary invites readers to follow birds’ great migrations and relates surprising
facts about them. We learn that the great snipe is capable
of traveling 3000 miles (from Sweden to Sub-Saharan
Africa) in two days without stopping! Before setting out
they build up their fat reserves and double their weight and
when they arrive, they are totally skinny. We also discover
ornithological birdwatching techniques.

HEALTH
Authors: Muriel Zürcher
Illustrator: Marion Puech
Why do we catch diseases? What happens in the body when we
fall ill? How does medication work? A book to help children better
understand illnesses and how to treat them.

8 yrs + • 64 pages • 25 x 28 cm • hardback • ¤15.90

THE CLIMATE
Author: Georges Feterman
Illustrator: Gilles Lerouvillois
How do weather forecasts work? Understanding how the climate
works also means understanding how the seasons change and
how the planet’s atmosphere and winds fluctuate. And understanding our planet better means being able to protect it better.

MAESTRO, TAKE IT AWAY!
Author: Alain Altinoglu, Ira Imig and Chantal Lamarque
Illustrator: Bruno Gibert
A work describing the workings of orchestras and the various
aspects of their trades. How conductors work with musicians,
how they bring their own interpretations to a piece, how they
adapt to orchestras of different sizes (string orchestras require different aptitudes to opera orchestras). The internationally renowned conductor Alain Altinoglu also adds his own
lively personal touch to the subject, providing advice, anecdotes and memories, such as when he was performing Carmen
in New York and the female lead canceled twenty minutes before going on stage; the maestro had to conduct a complete
stranger without rehearsals.
9 yrs + • 64 pages • 21 x 21 cm • hardback • ¤14.90

THE BESTIARY OF BIG AND SMALL BEASTIES
Author and illustrator: Julie Colombet
A tongue-in-cheek, graphic documentary of
different animals, the performances and
sizes of which are compared so as to correctly evaluate their scales: there is the
ring-tailed lemur for example, which is as
big as a giant squid’s eye. And there is the
giant woodpecker who eats 2000 ants per
day, while the anteater gobbles down 15
times as many. Amid the amazing facts we
discover how each animal lives and their natural habitat. A feast for the eyes.
5 yrs • 25 x 36 cm • 48 pages • hardback • ¤16

AT SPY SCHOOL
Author: Florence Pinaud
Illustrator: Stéphane Kiehl
A book providing an inventory of different spying practices in different areas of the globe in which we discover the nature of information and security agencies in France and around the world, and the
differences between the CIA and the FBI, for example. The work looks
at the techniques they use, the arrival of Internet and the development of hacking, which has revolutionized security agency practices.
To better illustrate his argument, the author uses famous examples
from history or cinema. A key work for deciphering the spy’s true
trade and for discovering the issues and risks of missions.
9 yrs + • 21 x 21 cm • 80 pages • hardback • ¤15.90
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NON FICTION

NON FICTION
THE JOURNEYS OF TASTE
Authors: Dimitri Delmas
Illustrator: Guillaume Reynard
The stories of eleven adventurers and their eleven journeys across
the globe along the sea trade routes. This is also the story of eleven
foodstuffs that have traveled the world to arrive on our tables:
pepper, pineapples, potatoes, nutmeg, coffee, etc. All these familiar foods returned home in the luggage of the world’s great explorers or scientists without whom our food would not be as varied
as it is today.
8 yrs + • 64 pages • 20 x 27 cm • hardback • ¤12.50

CABINETS OF CURIOSITY
Author: Camille Gautier
Illustrator: Jeanne Detallante
Cabinets of curiosity appeared in European courts during the Renaissance and are veritable miniature
worlds. The emphasis was on rarity, surprises, exoticism, and the bizarre. These small private collections
exhibited artifacts of all kinds: volcanic rock, works of
art or dragon’s blood. Above all, cabinets of curiosity
are the reflection of their owners’ personalities, those
from the 16th century as well as those today. Loci for
study and research, in their heyday, they were signs of
power and prestige.
12 yrs • 25 x 36 cm • 64 pages • hardback • ¤21

“THE SEASONS”
The Seasons is the latest film by Jacques Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud. It continues the series of
Jacques Perrin’s previous naturalist films, such as Microcosmos, Winged Migration and more recently Oceans, which attracted 3 million cinema-goers in France and 12 million abroad.
Nature has its own story, a story that The Seasons sets out to reveal through a sequence of entrancing scenes. The film is a poetical chronicle of Europe’s wilderness since 15,000 years ago, filmed
solely from the perspective of wild animals. The Seasons is the fantastic tale of the wild animals
that have traversed centuries and millenniums of European history.
Co-directed by Jacques Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud, the movie has been filmed in France, Germany,
Poland, Norway, Holland, Romania, and Switzerland and will be released in autumn 2015.

THE SEASONS
Authors: Jacques Perrin and Stéphane Durand
Photos: Galatée Films (© Marc Rebuttini,©Eric Travers + others)
Using images from Jacques Perrin’s forthcoming film, The Seasons,
this book tells of the animal inhabitants who have lived and cohabited in the forests of Europe for the last 15,000 years! As seasons go by, nature is represented in all its raw reality, and
especially in all its beauty.
Non-fiction 8-13 years • 22 x 28 cm • 72 pages • hardback • 14 euros

“THOSE WHO SAID NO” COLLECTION
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THE SEASONS: ANIMAL TALES
Authors: Jacques Perrin and Stéphane Durand
Narrator: Jacques Perrin
In this book-CD, Jacques Perrin tells children a myriad of tales
from the depths of the forest from the dawn of time.

ROSA LUXEMBURG: “NO TO FRONTIERS”
Author: Anne Blanchard
A Jewish brunette born into an anti-Semitic Catholic Polish culture, Rosa
Luxemburg decided early in life that the line wasn’t there to be toed. Her
ideal was revolution, to create a new world where nobody would ever
oppress anyone again. Prior to 1914, from Warsaw to Paris, from Zurich
to Berlin (the capital of revolutionaries around the world), the young
unknown communist was projected to the forefront of the political
world. On the eve of the Great War, having become a naturalized German
citizen and an authentic representative of humanity, Rosa Luxemburg
declared that the German people would never take up arms against their
French comrades. Sadly she was wrong.

Based on Jacques Perrin’s film, this activity book introduces children to the mysterious world of forest animals: wolves, nightbirds,
squirrels, deer and stags, all reveal their secrets as the seasons
progress.

12 yrs • 11 x 17.6 cm • 96 pages • softback • ¤8

Activity book 7-11 years • 25 x3 2 cm • stapled • 56 pages

CD-Book 5-9 years • 29 x 35 cm • 48 pages • 18 euros

THE SEASONS: ACTIVITY BOOK
Author: Stéphane Durand
Photos: © Galatée films
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